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Abstract
Based on a novel rst class algebra, we develop an extension of the pure spinor (PS)
formalism of Berkovits, in which the PS constraints are removed. By using the homolog-
ical perturbation theory in an essential way, the BRST-like charge Q of the conventional
PS formalism is promoted to a bona de nilpotent charge Q^, the cohomology of which is
equivalent to the constrained cohomology of Q. This construction requires only a mini-
mum number (ve) of additional fermionic ghost-antighost pairs and the vertex operators
for the massless modes of open string are obtained in a systematic way. Furthermore,
we present a simple composite \b-ghost" eld B(z) which realizes the important relation
T (z) = fQ^; B(z)g, with T (z) the Virasoro operator, and apply it to facilitate the con-
struction of the integrated vertex. The present formalism utilizes U(5) parametrization




Desires to construct a quantization scheme for superstring in which both the Lorentz
symmetry and the spacetime supersymmetry are manifest are ever mounting in the recent
striking developments of string theory. Apart from the obvious aesthetic appeal, it should
be indispensable for deeper understanding of various issues, such as the S-duality of type
IIB theory and multitude of important problems involving Ramond-Ramond elds.
The conventional Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz (RNS)[1] and Green-Schwarz (GS) [2] for-
malisms are well-known to be inadequate for this purpose. In RNS formalism, the Lorentz
symmetry is manifest but the spacetime supersymmetry is not, requiring GSO projection
for its implementation. In contrast, GS formalism, which is capable of realizing both of
these symmetries at the classical level, is nevertheless dicult to quantize except in the
light-cone type non-covariant gauge.
About three years ago, following earlier attempts [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8], Berkovits initi-
ated a new formalism[9] based on the concept of pure spinor (PS)[10, 11, 12], which is
super-Poincare covariant and posesses a number of remarkable features. The formalism
is based on free elds, which form a conformal eld theory (CFT) with vanishing central
charge. The principal ingredient of the formalism is the BRST-like charge Q =
R
dzd,
where d is the spinor covariant derivative and 
 is a bosonic chiral spinor eld satisfying
the pure spinor constraints γ
 = 0. With these constraints Q becomes nilpotent
and inherently second class constraints d can be consistently implemented as Q = 0
without losing manifest Lorentz covariance. All the perturbative physical states of super-
string have been demonstrated to be realized precisely as the elements of the constrained
cohomology of Q [13]. Spacetime supersymmetry is manifestly maintained throughout
the formalism without the need of GSO projection nor the complication due to picture
changing. Covariant rules can be given with which one can compute the scattering ampli-
tudes in a manifestly super-Poincare covariant manner[9, 14]. Although rather involved,
the relation to RNS formalism has essentially been understood [15]. This formalism can
be easily applied to a superparticle[16] and an intriguing application to supermembrane
has also been suggested[17]. Other recent developments are found in [18]. The rudiments
of this formalism will be briefly reviewed in Sec.2, while for more comprehensive review
we refer the reader to [19].
Quite attractive as it is, there are many challenges for PS formalism. Essentially they
all stem from the lack of understanding of the origin of the formalism. The underlying
symmetry principle and the fundamental action are not known. This is reflected on the as
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yet obscure nature of the BRST-like charge, although one can relate it to RNS formalism
in a round-about way[15]. In this regard, recently an attempt has been made to derive
the Berkovits formalism from the superembedding approach[20]. This is an interesting
and aspiring endeavor but so far the analysis is completely classical and the justication
of the identication of the BRST charge is not yet achieved.
Continuing along the list of to-be-improved items, we must mention the covariant rules
proposed for calculations of scattering amplitudes. These rules are well-motivated and
reasonable but they should be derived from more basic principles. In fact, surprisingly, to
our knowledge a serious study of the inner product structure of the PS formalism has not
been performed. An analysis of this issue will be presented in Sec.3, which will point to
another important question about PS formalism, namely whether PS constraints are really
necessary. One would like the answer to be \no" as the removal of the PS constraints
should be more natural and useful in the quantization of eventual underlying action.
Recently, a proposal in this direction was made in [21], where a BRST-like nilpotent
charge was constructed without PS constraints in a step-wise covariant manner based on
a Kac-Moody algebra with a central charge. This formalism has many desired properties
but to get non-trivial cohomology one must impose an extra condition and this makes the
formalism rather involved.
In this paper, we shall develop a dierent scheme to remove the PS constraints from
the Berkovits’ formalism. Our formalism is based on a novel closed first class algebra i.e.
without central charges, a member of which is the BRST-like current j(z) of Berkovits
but now without the PS constraints. Formulation of this algebra and the subsequent
construction of a nilpotent charge and vertex operators are performed in the so-called
U(5) parametrization, as in the original PS formalism, so that these intermediate steps
are not manifestly Lorentz covariant. This is certainly a disadvantage compared to the
approach of [21] but we gain considerably in the simplicity of the formalism. As it will be
explained in detail in Sec.5, the construction of a new nilpotent BRST-like charge, to be
called Q^, requires only a minimum number of anti-commuting ghost pairs (cI ; bI)I=15 and
turned out to t beautifully into the scheme of homological perturbation theory1[22] in a
profound way. The biggest advantage of this scheme is that the cohomology of Q^ is easily
shown to be exactly equivalent to the constrained cohomology ofQ. Furthermore, the logic
of the proof of this equivalence can be applied to the systemtic construction of the vertex
operators, both unintegrated and integrated, in a transparent fashion. Another important
outcome of our investigation is that, in the course of the analysis of the integrated vertex
1This scheme has been used in [15] in a step relating PS to RNS formalisms.
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operator, we discovered a remarkably simple composite \b-ghost" eld B(z), which realizes
the fundamental relation T (z) = fQ^; B(z)g, where T (z) is the Virasoro operator of our
system. This provides an alternative far simpler method of construction for the integrated
vertex. This relation to the Virasoro generator, which hitherto has been rather elusive
in PS formalism, is known to be of prime importance for no-ghost theorem and loop
calculations [23] and is expected to play crucial roles in future developments.
We organize the rest of this paper as follows: In Sec. 2, we start with a short review
of Berkovits’ pure spinor formalism, which at the same time introduces our notations and
conventions. In Sec. 3, we present an analysis of the appropriate inner product in the
PS formalism, with which one should implement the peculiar hermiticity property of the
pure spinor. This study leads to yet another motivation for removing the PS constraints.
The main results of this paper will be described starting from Sec. 4. In Sec.4, we con-
struct a new closed rst class algebra, which will be the basis of our formalism. Then,
in Sec. 5, after giving a brief description of the construction of a nilpotent BRST-like
charge via Batalin-Vilkovisky procedure, we apply an alternative scheme of homological
perturbation theory, more natural and far-reaching in the present context, and obtain
a simpler nilpotent charge Q^. Subsequently, we sketch the proof of the equivalence of
the Q^-cohomology to that of the constrainted cohomology of Q in the Berkovits’ formal-
ism. Having understood all the necessary elds of our formalism, we end this section by
displaying the free action and the energy-momentum tensor. Sec. 6 will be devoted to
the systematic construction of the physical vertex operators for the massless modes of
open superstring. Both the unintegrated and the integrated vertices are obtainted in a
systematic manner. Further, we present the simple composite \b-ghost" eld B(z), prove
the key relation T (z) = fQ^; B(z)g and give an alternative more superior derivation of
the integrated vertex. Finally in Sec. 7, we summarize our ndings and discuss remain-
ing issues. Two appendices are provided to explain some technicalities: In Appendix A,
we summarize our conventions for Γ-matrices and U(5) parametrizations. Appendix B
is devoted to the proof of the triviality of the -homology, which forms the basis of the
homological perturbation.
2 Rudiments of Pure Spinor Formalism
We begin with a brief review of the essential ingredients of the pure spinor formalism,
which at the same time serves to introduce our notations and conventions. Throughout
we refer only to the holomorphic sector, appropriate for open string.
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The central idea of the pure spinor formalism proposed by Berkovits [9] is that the
physical states of superstring can be described as the elements of the cohomology of a




where  is a 16-component bosonic chiral spinor satisfying the pure spinor constraints
γ
 = 0 ; (2.2)
and d is the spinor covariant derivative given in our convention
3 by
d = p + i@x(γ
) + 12(γ
)(γ@) : (2.3)
Here x and  are, respectively, the basic bosonic and ferminonic worldsheet elds de-
scribing a superstring, which transform under the spacetime supersymmetry with global
spinor parameter  as
 =  ; x = iγ : (2.4)
x is self-conjugate and satises x(z)x(w) = − ln(z − w), while p serves as the
conjugate to  in the manner (z)p(w) = 

=(z − w).  and p carry conformal
weights 0 and 1 respectively. With such free eld operator product expansions (OPE’s),
d satises the following OPE with itself:
d(z)d(w) = 2iγ

(w)z − w ; (2.5)
where  is the basic superinvariant combination
 = @x − iγ@ : (2.6)
Then, due to the pure spinor constraints (2.2), Q is easily found to be nilpotent and the
constrained cohomology of Q can be dened. The basic superinvariants d;
 and @
form the closed algebra
d(z)d(w) = 2iγ

(w)z − w ; (2.7)
d(z)
(w) = −2i(γ@)(w)z − w ; (2.8)
(z)(w) = −(z − w)2 ; (2.9)
d(z)@
(w) = (z − w)2 ; (2.10)
2For simplicity we will use the notation [dz]  dz/(2pii) throughout.
3Our convention, including normalization, of a number of quantities are slightly different from those
often (but not invariably) used by Berkovits. Our convention has been chosen to make the description
more standard and hence familiar to non-experts in this field. Some further details of our convention are
described in Appendix A.
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which has a central charge and hence is essentially of second class. The supersymmetry
transformation is generated by the supercharge[3]
q =
Z
[dz] fp − i@x(γ) − 16(γ)(γ@)g ; (2.11)
which obeys the supersymmetry algebra fq; qg = −2iγ
R
[dz](z).
Although eventually all the rules can be formulated in a Lorentz covariant manner,
various quantities involving the pure spinor  are rst dened transparently in the so-
called U(5) basis4. As is well-known, the spinor representations for SO(9; 1) and SO(10)









= IJ , which in the case of SO(10) transform as (5; 5) of U(5) subgroup
5 . In
this basis, to be often referred to as a U-basis in this work, a chiral spinor  is described
by the component elds A given by
A = (+; IJ ; I˜)  (1; 10; 5) 2 U(5) ; (2.12)
where we have indicated how they transform under U(5), with a tilde on the 5 compo-
nents6. In this representation, the pure spinor constraints (2.2) reduce to the 5 indepen-
dent conditions
I  +I˜ − 18IJKLMJKKL = 0 : (2.13)
Therefore the number of independent components of a pure spinor is 11 and together
with all the other elds (including the conjugates to the independent components of )
the entire system constitutes a free CFT with vanshing central charge.
The fact that the constrained cohomology of Q is in one to one correspondence
with the light-cone degrees of freedom of superstring was shown in [13] using the SO(8)
parametrization of a pure spinor. Besides being non-covariant, this parametrization con-
tains redundancy and an innite number of supplimentary ghosts had to be introduced.
Nonetheless, subsequently the Lorentz invariance of the cohomology was demonstrated in
[24].
The great advantage of this formalism is that one can compute the scattering ampli-
tudes under a set of rules which are manifestly super-Poincare covariant. For the massless
4Our conventions for U(5) parametrization is summarized in Appendix A
5When we discuss the hermiticity property of λ in Sec.3, the distinction between SO(9, 1) and SO(10)
becomes important. However, since the conversion between them is rather trivial for other purposes, we
will use the terminology appropriate for SO(10).
6In what follows, to avoid unnecessary clutter in notations, we omit tilde for 5¯ indices except when it
is absolutely essential. One can easily recover the correct type of indices if needed.
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modes the physical unintegrated vertex operator is given by a simple form
U0 = 
A(x; ) ; (2.14)
where A is a spinor supereld satisfying the \on-shell" condition
(γ12:::5)DA = 0 ; (2.15)
with
D = @@
 − i(γ)@@x : (2.16)
Then, together with the pure spinor constraints, QU0 = 0 is easily veried and more-
over U0 = Q represents the gauge transformation of A. Its integrated counterpartR
[dz]V0(z), needed for the calculation of n-point amplitudes with n  4, is characterized




 + 12L()F : (2.17)
Here, B = (i=16)γ

 DA is the gauge supereld, W
 = (i=20)(γ)(DB − @A)
is the gaugino supereld, F = @B − @B is the eld strength supereld and L() is
the Lorentz generator for the pure spinor sector. In this construction various relations[25]
following solely from the on-shell condition (2.15) play crucial roles. They will be displayed
later in Sec. 6 when we need them. In a similar manner, the vertex operators for the rst
massive modes have also been constructed recently [26].
With these vertex operators, the scattering amplitude is expressed as
A = hU1(z1)U2(z2)U3(z3)
Z
[dz4]V4(z4)   
Z
[dzN ]VN(zN )i ; (2.18)
and can be computed in a covariant manner with certain rules assumed for the integration
over the zero modes of  and . The proposed prescription enjoys a number of required
properties and leads to results which agree with those obtained in the RNS formalism [9]
[14] [15].
Sketched above are the basic ingredients of the pure spinor formalism. There have
been a number of applications of this formalism, including those to a superparticle, a
supermembrane, etc. For these and other related developments we refer the reader to a
recent review by Berkovits [19].
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3 Hermiticity and Inner Product in Pure Spinor For-
malism
As was pointed out in the introduction, one of the important issues in PS formalism is
the clarication of the Hilbert space structure, in particular the proper denition of the
inner product with which the peculiar hermiticity property of the pure spinor  should be
realized in a natural manner. In this section, we shall examine this problem in some detail
and nd that with the PS constraints implementation of an appropriate inner product
is extremely dicult if not impossible. This observation strengthens the motivation to
remove the PS constraints, which will be achieved in subsequent sections.
3.1 Hermiticity of α
Let us begin with a description of the peculiarity of the hermiticiy property of , which
is used to construct the basic BRST-like charge Q =
R
[dz](z)d(z). Up to a certain
point, all the discussions will be valid without the PS constraints. As it will be clear, the
peculiarity shows up in dierent guises depending on the spinor basis chosen.
First consider the usual basis, to be called a real-basis or an R-basis for short, in which
the SO(9; 1) γ-matrices are all real. Since Q must be hermitian and in R-basis d(z),
with γ’s in it being real, satises the property d(z)
y = z2d(z) according to the usual
hermiticity property of x; p and 
, (z) in turn must be hermitian, namely
((z))y = (z) : (3.1)
On the other hand, we know that  must be complex in order to satisfy the pure spinor
conditions. This by itself is of course not inconsistent since a hermitian operator can have
complex eigenvalues. However, we do anticipate some complications as the Hilbert space
metric becomes necessarily indenite and there will be null states.
Actually, since all the basic denitions were made in U(5) parametrization in Berkovits’
formalism, it is better to study the problem in U-basis, where it appears in a dierent way
[15]. To see this in more detail and to understand the nature of the issue, we should go
back to the basic denition of hermiticity for spinor elds in a general basis. As a textbook
matter, the charge conjugate of a spinor  is dened by  c = B  and  is real if  c =  .
Here B is the matrix satisfying the properties BΓB−1 = Γ ; B = BT = B ;B2 = 1 ;
and is related to the charge conjugation matrix C by the relation B = −CΓ0. This means
that a hermitian spinor operator  should be characterized by
y = B : (3.2)
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This of course reduces to the simple form (3.1) in an R-basis, where B = 1. In a general
basis, however, B cannot be taken to be unity. This is because it does not transform by a
similarity transformation under the change of spinor basis: Under a basis transformation
~Γ = TΓT−1, B transforms as ~B = TBT −1 and this is not a similarity transformation
unless T  = T .
Let us now go to the U-basis and spell out the condition of hermiticity. In this basis,
C and B matrices are given by C = −Γ0Γ2Γ4Γ6Γ8, B = −Γ2Γ4Γ6Γ8. To write out the
explicit content of (3.2), it is convenient to use the representation in terms of the fermionic
oscillators7 (bI ; b
y
I). B is then given by B = −(b1−by1)(b2−by2)(b3−by3)(b4−by4), and satises




i = biB; (i = 1  4). Applying B to a chiral spinor ,
which in the oscillator representation in U-basis can be represented by a ket as
ji = +j+i+ 12IJ jIJi+ I˜ j~Ii ; (3.3)
one easily nds that the hermiticity condition (3.2) amounts to the relations
y+ = −0˜ ;
yij = 12ijklkl ; (3.4)
y0i = i˜ :
Thus, the components of a hermitian chiral spinor in this basis have peculiar properties
in that conjugation relates dierent components.
It is instructive to display briefly how the components of  in R- and U- bases are
related. In a particular R-basis, for example, components of  can be expressed in terms
of its U-basis components as
1 = 12(+ − 0˜ − 23 − 14) ;
2 = i2(12 − 34 + 13 + 24) ;
...
15 = i2(03 − 3˜ + 02 − 2˜) ;
16 = 12(04 + 4˜ − 01 − 1˜) :
One can easily see that they indeed satisfy y =  according to the rules (3.4).
3.2 Proper inner product
Let us now ask how we can realize such a peculiar hermitian conjugation property in the
Hilbert space of our CFT. In what follows, the usual Fock space inner product will be
7For more details, see Appendix A.
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denoted by (u; v) and the hermitian conjugation with respect to it by u. In a basis with
non-trivial B, such as in a U-basis, the ordinary Fock space conjugation for the Fourier
mode, like n
 = −n, is clearly insucient. To remedy this, we introduce a new inner
product hu; vi by
hu; vi  (u; Sv) ; (3.5)
where S is a kind of \metric " operator. Then, the hermitian conjugation of an operator
O with respect to this new inner product is given by hu;Ovi = hOyu; vi, which in the
Fock space language reads (u; SOv) = (Oyu; Sv). Now using the Fock space conjugation,
(u; SOv) can be rewritten as ((S−1)OSu; Sv), and hence we have
Oy = (S−1)OS : (3.6)
We see that the new conjugation is supplemented with a similarity transformation by S





The new hermitian conjugation on O is involutive provided (S−1S)−1O(S−1S) = O.
This is satised if S = S but it is not a necessary condition, as we shall see.
3.3 Explicit construction of S and problem with pure spinor
constraints
Hereafter we will work in a U-basis, where all the basic properties of the operators in pure
spinor formalism have actually been derived. We regard the components A of  in this
basis to be the basic conformal elds satisfying the usual Fock space hermiticity A = A.
Our task now is to construct the operator R, which according to (3.6) eects
y = eR e−R = B : (3.8)
Since B is real, we have (y)y = eRBe−R = BB = , so this conjugation is involutive.
It is useful to note that B can be written as
B = e−(i=2)(1−B) ; (3.9)
which follows from the property B2 = 1. Then, it is easy to see that (3.8) is fullled if R
satises
[R; ] = −i2(1− B) = −i2(− y) : (3.10)
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If we do not impose any constraints on , then it is quite easy to construct such an
operator. Since A are all independent, we can introduce their conjugates !A, carrying
dimension 1, which satisfy the simple OPE of the form8
A(z)!B(w) = ABz − w : (3.11)
Then, R can be dened as
R = i2
Z
[dz] : A(z)(1−B)AB!B(z) : ; (3.12)
and (3.10) and hence (3.8) are realized.
On the other hand, if one imposes the PS constraints, construction becomes extremely
dicult, if not impossible. Since I˜ = (1=8)
−1
+ IJKLMJKLM are now dependent com-
posite elds, genuine conjugates to A do not exist. The closest analogue of !A is the
eld introduced in [9], denoted here by ~!A, which satises the OPE
A(z)~!B(w) = (1−K)ABz − w ; (3.13)
with KAB a projector needed for consistency with PS constrains. Although ~! and K have
a number of nice properties and are extremely useful in the pure spinor formalism, one
cannot simply substitute ~!B in place of !B in (3.12). In fact the problem appears to be
rather serious. Consider for example the equation (3.10) for the component i˜. Since
(i˜)
y = 0i, we must have
[R; i˜] = −i2(i˜ − 0i) : (3.14)
But since i˜ is already cubic in the basic elds, it is practically impossible from the
commutator to produce the term 0i on the RHS, which is linear (or quadratic in some
parametrization [9]) in the independent elds. We have not been able to construct R
which eects the proper transformation (3.10) for all the components consistently.
This strongly indicates that in order to dene an appropriate inner product with which
one can properly implement the hermiticity property and compute the amplitudes from
the rst principle, it appears to be imperative to remove the pure spinor constraints. In
the remainder of this paper, we will present a rather elegant way of achieving this.
4 A New Closed First Class Algebra
Besides the ones mentioned in the introduction, the analysis of the previous section added
another reason to try to remove the PS constraints. In this and the subsequent sections,
8We follow the convention of Friedan-Martinec-Shenker[27] so that the sign is opposite to that of
Berkovits.
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we shall show that it is indeed possible to achieve this by constructing a BRST-like charge,
to be called Q^, which is nilpotent without the PS constraints and who’s cohomology is
identical to the constrained cohomology of Q. We begin, in this section, by demonstrating
that out of the system of second class constraints formed by the basic operators d;

and @ we can rather naturally construct, by using U(5) formalism, a new closed rst
class algebra.
4.1 U(5) decompositions
For this purpose, we need to develop some tools to facilitate the manipulations in U(5)
basis. Let u be an SO(9; 1) vector. In the following, we will write u0 = iu10 and use
SO(10) notation. Hence the upper and the lower indices will at times not be distinguished.
Now u can be decomposed into two sets of 5-vectors u+I and u
−
I ; (I = 1  5), which are
5 and 5 of U(5) respectively. This is done by introducing the \intertwiners" eI as
uI = e

I u ; (4.1)
where
eI  12(;2I−1  i;2I) : (4.2)
It is easy to see that eI enjoy the following basic properties:
eI e

















































 = byI : (4.7)
Next, we wish to express spinor bilinears in U(5) basis. Following the method described
in Appendix A, one can easily work out the formulas such as
e+I (γ
) = −(J˜IJ + IJJ˜) ; (4.8)
e−I (γ
) = −(+I˜ + I˜+) + 14IJKLMJKLM ; (4.9)
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where  and  are both chiral.
Now we come to a simple but important observation. Let  be a bosonic chiral spinor
and dene
  γ : (4.10)
10 conditions  = 0 make  to be a pure spinor, which actually has 11 independent
components. This means that half of the conditions must be redundant. To see this more
explicitly, decompose  according to the formula (4.8) and (4.9). We get
+I = −2IJJ˜ ; (4.11)
−I = −2I ; (4.12)
where
I  +I˜ − 18EI ; (4.13)
EI  IJKLMJKLM : (4.14)
Evidently −I is directly proportional to the genuinely independent pure spinor constraint
I but 
+
I is not. However, by using (4.13) we can rewrite it as
9
+I = −2−1+ IJJ − 14−1+ IJEJ : (4.15)
Now by a simple yet slightly non-trivial identity, the second term on the RHS vanishes
and we nd that +I is also a linear comibination of I . Summarizing, we nd that 

can be decomposed naturally as
 = N I I ; (4.16)
where
N I  −4(e+I − −1+ IJe−J ) (4.17)
are a set of 5 vectors. Moreover it is easy to check that they form a system of 5 independent
mutually orthogonal null vectors, consistent with the fact that  itself is null due to the
well-known Fierz identity
(γ)(γ)γ + cyclic in (; ; γ) = 0 : (4.18)
In fact, there exists another natural set of null vectors dened by
N I  −12e−I : (4.19)
9We assume λ+ 6= 0, as in the original Berkovits formalism.
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N I are complimentary to N I and they together satisfy the following orthonormality and
completeness relations:
N I N J = 0 ; N I N J = 0 ; (4.20)
N I N J = IJ ; (4.21)
N I N I +N I N I =  : (4.22)
These null vectors will play important roles10.
4.2 New first class algebra
Let us recall the set of OPE’s among the basic superinvariant operators of dimension 1:
d(z)d(w) = 2iγ

(w)z − w ; (4.23)
d(z)
(w) = −2i(γ@)(w)z − w ; (4.24)
(z)(w) = −(z − w)2 ; (4.25)
d(z)@
(w) = (z − w)2 : (4.26)
The fact that the unit operators appear on the RHS of the last two OPE’s signify that
they are of second class. With the help of the bosonic chiral spinor variable (z) and
the decomposition (4.16) involving null vectors, we can now turn this system into a rst
class algebra without imposing any constraints on .
First consider the OPE of the BRST current j(z) = (z)d(z) with itself. Using
(4.23) we immediately get
j(z)j(w) = 2i(w)z − w : (4.27)
Using the decomposition (4.16) and introducing a new operator
PI  N I  ; (4.28)
this can be written as
j(z)j(w) = 2iPII(w)z − w : (4.29)
Now in contrast to the origial , the operator PI has a rst class OPE with itself due
to the contraction with the null vector eld N I . Indeed, we have
PI(z)PJ (w) = N I (z)N J (w)(z)(w)
= −N I (z)N J (w)(z − w)2 = SIJ(w)z − w ; (4.30)
10This is suspected to be deeply related to the fact that pure spinors originally arose in the description
of null-planes[10]. It would be interesting to uncover the geometrical significance of our formalism.
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where the null nature of N I is crucial for the disappearance of the double pole and
SIJ  −(@N I )N J : (4.31)
Note that SIJ is properly antisymmetric again due to the null property of N I .
Consider next the OPE j(z)P(w). We get
j(z)PI(w) = N I d(z)(w) = −2iN I (γ@)z − w (4.32)
Now we note the following useful representation of N I :
N I = −2−1+ (γ)I (4.33)




+ N J (γ@)IJ . Further, it is not dicult to show that N J (γ@)I is
actually anti-symmetric in (I; J). Hence, we get
j(z)PI(w) = RIJJ (w)z − w ; (4.34)
where
RIJ = 2i−1+ N I (γ@)J : (4.35)
In a similar manner, the rest of OPE’s between all the elds j;PI ;RIJ and SIJ can
be computed easily and we nd that altogether they form the following set of Jacobi-
consistent closed rst class algebra:
j(z)j(w) = 2iPIIz − w ; (4.36)
j(z)PI(w) = RIJJz − w ; (4.37)
j(z)RIJ(w) = −iSIJz − w ; (4.38)
PI(z)PJ (w) = SIJz − w ; (4.39)
all the rest = non-singular :
So with the help of unconstrained , we have been able to turn the system with
second class constraints into one which is of purely rst class.
Let us make some remarks. First, an algebra similar in spirit to the above appeared in
the analysis of BRST cohomology in SO(8) framework [13]. The system itself was much
simpler, consisting of two operators called Ga and T , but as the SO(8) parametrization of
the PS constraints is highly redundant, these operators were quite complicated containing
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ininite number of ghosts. In our case, as we have captured the content of the PS
constraints without redundancy, the operators are simple with no ghosts required. Second,
the method we have developed can be applied to more general systems of second class
algebra. Such applications may be useful in many other contexts and will be described in
a separate publication [28].
5 Homological Perturbation, Nilpotent BRST-like
Charge and its Cohomology
5.1 Batalin-Vilkovisky procedure
In the previous section, we have obtained in a rather natural manner a new closed rst
class algebra. An immediate thought which comes to one’s mind is to apply the usual
BRST formalism of Batalin and Vilkovisky (BV) [29] to construct a nilpotent BRST-like
charge associated with this algebra.
This can indeed be done, albeit with a slight peculiarity. The peculiarity is that
the operators which form the algebra are not the usual constraints which generate the
underlying classical gauge symmetry11. In particular, they include the current j(z), which
if  were a pure spinor is interpreted as the nilpotent BRST-like current of the system.
Nevertheless, BV procedure can be applied as a formal algorithmic device to construct a
fermionic charge, to be called Q0, which is nilpotent without pure spinor constraints. As
usual we rst introduce the ghost-antighost pair for each operator forming the algebra in
the following way12 :
j : (γ; ) ; (5.1)
PI : (cI ; bI) ; (5.2)
RIJ : (γIJ ; IJ) ; (5.3)
SIJ : (cIJ ; bIJ) : (5.4)
Here (γ; ) ghosts are bosonic and (c; b) pairs are fermionic, both carrying the conformal
weights (0; 1), with the OPE of the form
bI(z)cJ (w) = IJz − w ; (5.5)
IJ(z)γKL = −IJKLz − w etc: (5.6)
11In fact this is the reason why we have been careful to avoid calling it a “constraint” algebra.
12Notation for the anti-ghost bI coincides with the fermionic oscillator used to in U(5) formalism, but
there should be no confusion.
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As for the central charge counting, (γIJ ; IJ) and (cIJ ; bIJ) compensate, while (cI ; bI)
precisely kill the contribution from the extra 5 components in  (and their conjugates)
now alive in the absence of the PS constraints. One might worry that the contribution
from (γ; ) ghosts remains uncancelled. However, because j(z) does not appear on the
RHS of the OPE’s,  will be absent in Q0 and hence γ can be simply set to 1. Therefore
the total central charge still vanishes and we have a viable free conformal eld theory.
Following the standard BV prescription, the BRST charge Q0 is now constructed as
Q0 =
R
[dz]j0(z), where the BRST current is given by
j0 = j + cIPI + 12γIJRIJ + 12cIJSIJ
−ibII + IJJcI + i2bIJγIJ + 12bIJcIcJ : (5.7)
It is easy to check that Q0 is indeed nilpotent.
The crucial question of course is whether the cohomology of Q0 is isomorphic to the
constrained cohomology of Q. The answer turned out to be yes, but we will not give the
details of the proof here. The reason is that, as we shall shortly describe, there exists an
alternative scheme of producing a nilpotent BRST-like charge which is much more natural
and profound in the present context than the BV procedure. It is known under the name
of homological perturbation [22].
Nevertheless, it may be instructive to mention briefly how we were led to the use of
the homological perturbation scheme. In the eort to demonstrate the equivalence of the
aforementioned cohomologies, we rst proved that any expressions involving (γIJ ; IJ) and
(cIJ ; bIJ) ghosts are actually Q
0-exact and hence can be dropped. This is quite natural
as these ghosts form quartets. This means that eectively Q0 can be reduced to a much
simpler ~Q given by








The notations here are designed to imply that ; Q and d1 can be regarded as −1; 0







[dz](−2cIRIJJ + cIcJSIJ). However, this quantity commutes with
any expressions composed only of ; x;  and cI , which are the building blocks of the
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unintegrated vertex operators of conformal dimension 0. Moreover the pieces neglected
in Q0 have no singularities with such vertex operators. Thus the cohomology analysis can
indeed be carried out with ~Q and in this way we succeeded in producing a proof.
At this point an alert reader may have noticed that the form of ~Q is precisely the
beginning of the homological perturbation scheme, which allows one to upgrade ~Q into
a genuinely nilpotent operator Q^ under appropriate conditions. Moreover the general
theory guarantees that the cohomology of Q^ is equivalent to the cohomology of Q with
the constraint  = 0, which in our case is nothing but the imposition of PS constraints.
In other words, while BV procedure provides one way of nilpotent completion of Q, the
homological perturbation, to be described below, gives another, which in our case is more
natural and powerful. As we shall see, this in general leads to a completion dierent from
the one obtained by the BV method.
5.2 Homological perturbation and nilpotent charge Q^
Now let us explain the homological perturbation scheme, as applied to our system. Since
the general theory is lucidly described in [22], we shall limit the exposition to the extent
necessary for our purposes, which includes the application to the construction of physical
vertex operators described in Sec.6.
As was already mentioned, we will use the terminology of the dierential form, where
the degree of the form is dened as the total (cI ; bI) ghost number, with gh#(cI) =
1; gh#(bI) = −1. Also, in the following, a product AB will always signify the operator
product in the sense of conformal eld theory. In particular, when A or B is an integrated
operator, AB equals the graded commutator [A;Bg. In this notation, the graded Jacobi
identity reads ABC  A(BC) = (AB)C  B(AC).
Now in the homological perturbation theory, the operator , dened in our case in
(5.9), of degree −1 will play the key role. It must satisfy the following basic properties:
(i) 2 = 0 ; (5.11)
(ii) A = 0 ) A = B ; (5.12)
where A and B are, respectively, an n-form and an (n+1)-form with n  1. The property
(i), which in our case is obvious from the denition of , means that one can consider
the -homology dened by Hn() = Ker =Im , where n is the degree of the space on
which  acts. Then the property (ii) simply states that Hn() = 0 for n  1, namely
the homology is trivial above degree 1. This property is absolutely crucial for the whole
scheme to work and hence we shall give the proof for our .
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The proof for the space of operators of dimension 0, relevant for the unintegrated
vertex operators, is quite simple since they are composed only of x; ;  and cI with-
out any worldsheet derivatives. Let A = cI1cI2    cInAI1I2:::In be an n-form. Acting ,
we get A = −incI2cI3    cInI1AI1I2I3:::In. Because we have captured the PS constraints
without redundancy I ’s are algebraically independent. Therefore for An to vanish we
must have AI1I2I3:::In = J ~AJI1I2:::In , where ~A is totally antisymmetric. But then A =
JcI1cI2    cIn ~AJI1I2:::In can be written as B, where B = (i=(n+1))cJcI1cI2    cIn ~AJI1I2:::In.
We also need a proof for the space of operators of dimension 1, for the construction of
integrated vertex operators as well as of the nilpotent BRST charge. The demonstration
in this case is considerably more involved: The new feature is that we must have the
dimension 1 operators bI and ! or the worldsheet derivative of x
; ; ; cI appearing
once, and the OPE’s can produce double poles. Nevertheless the proof can be produced,
which is given in Appendix B.
Besides , another operator of prime importance is, of course, the operator Q. Clearly
Q satises
Q = 0 : (5.13)
In other words, Q anticommutes with . Another important property of Q is that while
Q2 does not vanish it is nevertheless -exact. Indeed,
Q2 =
Z
[dz]2iPII = −2d1 ; (5.14)
where d1 is given in (5.10). In homological perturbation theory, Q satisfying (5.13) and
(5.14) is said to be a differential modulo .
Now with this setting one can construct a nilpotent operator Q^ in the manner
Q^ =  +Q+ d1 + d2 +    ; (5.15)
where dn is an operator of degree n. Moreover, the main theorem of homological per-
turbation theory states [22] that the cohomology of Q^ coincides with the -constrained
cohomology of Q.
To nd dn, we rst write down the requirement of nilpotency of Q^ more explicitly:










Rather than repeating the general recursive procedure given in [22], let us see how this
equation determines dn explicitly in our context. At overall degree 0, the nilpotency is
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fullled due to (5.14). At degree 1, the condition becomes
0 = d2 +Qd1 : (5.17)
Now apply  on the second term Qd1. Using (5.13), a graded Jacobi identity and (5.14),
we get (Qd1) = −Q(d1) = 12Q3 = 0. From (5.12) this means that Qd1 must be of
the form Qd1 = −X2, where X2 is a 2-form. Then, (5.17) becomes 0 = (d2 −X2) and
this is solved for d2 as d2 = X2 + Y3 with an arbitrary 3-form Y3. Note that all the
manipulations are independent of the details of the operators. The explicit content of the








Let us go one more step to the degree 2 analysis. The nilpotency condition now reads
0 = 2d3 + 2Qd2 + d
2
1 : (5.19)
Explicit calculation immediately gives 2QX2 = −cIcJSIJ and d21 = cIcJSIJ . Therefore
the main part of Qd2 + d
2
1 vanishes and we are left with (d3 − QY3) = 0. But since Y3
is arbitrary, we may set it to zero and this gives d3 = 0 as a viable solution. In this way,
for the system at hand the perturbation terminates at this stage. Summarizing, we now
have constructed a nilpotent operator Q^ in the form
Q^ =  +Q+ d1 + d2 ; (5.20)




At this point, let us introduce \semi-covariant" notations for the ghosts. Dene c
and b by
c  cIN I ; b  bI N I : (5.22)
Using the orthonormality relations for fN I ; N I g these relations can be inverted as
cI = c
 N I ; bI = bN I : (5.23)
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They satisfy the OPE
b(z)c(w) = N I N I (w)z − w =  − N I N I (w)z − w : (5.24)
We emphasize that b and c are not genuine vector elds and this fact is reflected in
this OPE. Nevertheless, for computational purposes this semi-covariant notation will be
useful. In this notation, the operators ; d1 and d2 take simple forms:
 = −
Z






c N I (γ@)I (5.26)
Some remarks are in order. (1) The scheme of homological perturbation can be thought
of as a device to implement the constraints I = 0 in -space by enlarging the space to
include (cI ; bI) ghosts, in contrast to the usual BV procedure which is normally used to
implement the original gauge constraints. (2) The ambiguity such as the choice of Y3
above can be utilized to obtain dierent form of Q^ if one desires. (3) With our simplest
choice of xing this ambiguity, only a minimum number of ghosts (cI ; bI) are needed.
5.3 Equivalence of cohomologies
Although the equivalence of the cohomology of Q^ to the constrained cohomology of Q is
guranteed by the general theory of homological perturbation [22], we shall give a sketch of
the proof, as the similar logic will be needed in the construction of the vertex operators.
In the proof, the nilpotency of Q^ will play an important role. By sorting out the
equation Q^2 = 0 (5.16) according to the degree, we have, in our case, the explicit relations
2 = 0 ; (5.27)
Q = 0 ; (5.28)
Q2 + 2d1 = 0 ; (5.29)
Qd1 + d2 = 0 ; (5.30)
d21 + 2Qd2 = 0 ; (5.31)
d1d2 = 0 ; (5.32)
d22 = 0 : (5.33)
It is also useful to write down the action of Q^ on a general operator X, which can be
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(QXn + d1Xn−1 + d2Xn−2 + Xn+1) : (5.34)
Now we begin with the proof of Q-closed ) Q^-closed. Let U0 be an operator which
is Q-closed up to the PS constraint, i.e. QU0 = UII for some UI . Since the RHS can
be rewritten as −U1, where U1 = −icIUI , we have QU0 + U1 = 0, which, according to
(5.34) is the Q^ closedness relation at degree 0. Of course U1 is determined only up to
some X, but such a freedom is easily seen to correspond precisely to that of adding a
Q^-exact form and hence will be ignored hereafter. Suppose that we have constructed Uk’s
up to k = n + 1, which satisfy the Q^-closedness relation
QUn + d1Un−1 + d2Un−2 + Un+1 = 0 : (5.35)
Our task is to construct Un+2 which satises the similar equation at one degree higher.
Consider the expression Yn+1  QUn+1 + d1Un + d2Un−1. Act  onto this and make use of
the relation (5.28). We get
Yn+1 = −Q(Un+1) + (d1Un) + (d2Un−1) : (5.36)
Applying the relation (5.35) to the rst term on the RHS and using Jacobi identities such
as (d1Un) = (d1)Un − d1(Un), Q(QUn) = 12Q2Un, etc., this can be rewritten into
Yn+1 = −d1(QUn−1 + d1Un−2 + Un)− d2(QUn−2 + Un−1) : (5.37)
Now substituting the relations (5.35) at lower degrees, this becomes
Yn+1 = d1(d2Un−3) + d2(d1Un−3 + d2Un−4) ; (5.38)
and this is seen to vanish by (5.32) and (5.33). This means that Yn+1 must be of the
structure Yn+1 = −Un+2 and in this way we can construct Un+2 that satises the Q^-
closedness condition at degree n + 2. Hence U =
P
n Un is Q^-closed and the proof is
complete.
The logic for proving Q-exact ) Q^-exact is a slight variation of the above. Suppose
U0 is Q-exact, i.e. U0 = QΩ0 + Ω1 for some Ω0 and Ω1. Applying Q to this relation,
one easily gets QU0 = −(QΩ1 + d1Ω0). Comparing this with (5.35) which an exact
form, necessarily being closed, must also satisfy, we can set U1 = QΩ1 + d1Ω0 + Ω2
with some Ω2. Referring to (5.34), this in turn means that U0 + U1 is Q^-exact up to the
13Since cI has 5 components, the highest possible degree is 5.
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degree in question. In an entirely similar manner, one can successively construct Un in
the form Un = QΩn +d1Ωn−1 +d2Ωn−2 + Ωn+1 and hence nds U =
P
n Un = Q^Ω, where
Ω  Pn Ωn.
The converses to these statements are much easier to prove. To show that Q^-closed
) Q-closed, let U = Pn Un be Q^-closed and consider the projection map U ! U0. Then,
U0 is Q-closed since it satises QU0 + U1 = 0. Similarly, if we let U =
P
n Un = Q^Ω =P
n Q^Ωn, then U0 is Q-exact as it satises U0 = QΩ0 + Ω1. This shows Q^-exact )
Q-exact, and the entire proof of the equivalence of cohomologies is completed.
5.4 Action and energy-momentum tensor
Now that we understand what elds are needed for our formalism, let us summarize their
properties and write down the free action and the energy-momentum tensor. Besides the
string coordinate x, we have the conjugate pairs (; p), (
; !) and (cI ; bI) all carrying






 + p @
 + ! @
 + b @c

; (5.39)
where we used the semi-covariant notations for the ghosts. The associated the energy-
momentum tensor is
T = −12@x@x − p@ − !@ − b@c
= −12 − d@ − !@ − b@c : (5.40)
It is clear that the system forms a free CFT with vanishing central charge.
Since we have so far introduced only the minimum number of fermionic ghosts, they
are not yet Lorentz invariant. A simple way to remedy this would be to introduce another
ve pairs of ghosts (~cI ;~bI) to promote our semi-covariant c
; b to genuine Lorentz vectors,
as in [21]. Of course one needs to add additional ghosts to cancel the extra central charge
produced by this revision. How this should be done, without spoiling the cohomology, to
make the theory manifestly Lorentz covariant is under study and will be discussed in a
separate publication [30].
6 Vertex Operators for Massless Modes
In order to compute the scattering amplitudes, one needs to construct the physical ver-
tex operators. In this work, for simplicity we shall restrict ourselves to those for the
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super-Maxwell multiplet. Extension to the super-Yang-Mills case and to the closed string
massless modes should be straightforward.
6.1 Unintegrated vertex by homological perturbation
Let us start with the construction of unitegrated vertex operator, to be denoted by U .
With pure spinor constraints, it has been shown [9, 3] that the massless unintegrated
vertex operator is given by
U0 = 
A(x; ) ; (6.1)
where A is the spinor supereld that satises the on-shell condition
(γ12:::5)DA = 0 : (6.2)
As is well-known [25], one can derive the following important equations from this condi-
tion, to be frequently used in the subsequent analysis:
(i) DA +DA = −2iγB ; (6.3)
(ii) DB − @A = −2i(γ)W  ; (6.4)
(iii) DW
 = −14(γ)F ; (6.5)
(iv) DF = 2i((γ@W ) − (γ@W )) ; (6.6)
(v) γ@W
 = 0 ; (6.7)
(vi) @F = 0 : (6.8)
From (i)  (iii), one nds
B = i16γ

 DA ; (6.9)
W  = i20(γ)(DB − @A) ; (6.10)
F = @B − @B : (6.11)
In our formalism without pure spinor constraints, U0 must be extended to include
additional pieces contaning cI ghosts so that the total vertex operator U satises Q^U =
0. The method of construction should already be clear from the cohomology analysis
presented in the previous section. Namely, we will expand the dimension 0 operator U in
powers of cI in the form U =
P5
n=0 Un, where Un contains products of n cI ’s, and impose
Q^U = 0 to x the coecient elds, up to a Q^-exact form. In this analysis, d2 term in Q^
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can be dropped since it produces no singularity in the OPE’s with any other quantities
involved. Thus, the master equation at degree n takes the form
QUn + Un+1 + d1Un−1 = 0 : (6.12)
From the general cohomology analysis we know that a consistent solution exists at every
degree. More concretely, this means that QUn +d1Un−1 is guranteed to be -exact so that
Un+1 can be found by using the triviality of the -homology.
Let us begin at degree 0. The master equation in this case is
QU0 + U1 = 0 : (6.13)
Using the equation (6.3) we immediately get
QU0 = −iB : (6.14)
Note that QU0 vanishes with PS constraints 
 = 0, as it should. Then (6.13) is easily
solved to give
U1 = −cB : (6.15)
At degree 1, the basic equation takes the form
QU1 + U2 + d1U0 = 0 : (6.16)
A simple calculation using (6.4) yields
QU1 + d1U0 = −2ic(γW ) ; (6.17)
We recognize that the expression on the RHS of (6.17) is identical to the one we
encountered in Sec.4, with @ in place of W , and can be rewritten as
QU1 + d1U0 = −2i−1+ c N I (γW )I : (6.18)
This is manifestly proportional to  and hence can be easily written as −U2. In this
way we obtain
U2 = −−1+ cc N I (γW )I : (6.19)
The construction at degree 2 is a little more involved. The equation to solve is
QU2 + U3 + d1U1 = 0 ; (6.20)
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and again to get U3 we must compute QU2 + d1U1 and write it as a -exact form.




 N J (γ)IJ − +(cN I − cN I ), where (γ)IJ  hIjΓj ~Ji =
64IJPQR N P N Q N R. In this way, we get
QU2 + d1U1 = −14−2+ cc N I N J (γ)IJF  : (6.21)
As this is again proportional to , it is now a simple matter to express the RHS of (6.21)




cc N I N J (γ)IJF  : (6.22)
The master equation at degree 3, i.e. QU3 + dU2 + U4 = 0, can be analyzed in a




1c2c3c N 1I1 N 2I2 N 3I3 (γ)I1I2(γ@W )I3 : (6.23)
Now at degree 4, where we have to solve QU4+dU3+U5 = 0, we found that QU4+dU3
vanishes identically using the on-shell condition as well as the Bianchi identity for F .
Thus we get the simple result U5 = 0. Then the nal equation at degree 5, which serves
as the consistency condition, reduces to d1U4 = 0 and it can be checked that this indeed
holds.
Summarizing, we have found that the unintegrated vertex operator U for the super-







U1 = −cB ; (6.26)








1c2c3c N 1I1 N 2I2 N 3I3 (γ)I1I2(γ@W )I3 : (6.29)
Evidently, U is not manifestly Lorentz invariant. However, since the cohomology of Q^ is
equivalent to that of Q with pure spinor constraints, and since the latter has been shown
to respect Lorentz covariance [24], it should be possible to extend our formalism, with
additional ghosts, to make the Lorentz covariance manifest.
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6.2 Relation to Virasoro operator and construction of integrated
vertex
Having obtained the unitegrated vertex, our next task is to construct the integrated
vertex operator, to be denoted by
R
[dz]V (z), which is required for computation of n-
point amplitudes with n  4. V (z) of dimension 1 is characterized by the equation
Q^V (z) = @U(z) ; (6.30)
so that
R
[dz]V (z) is annihilated by Q^. Besides the freedom of adding a Q^-exact term Q^,
V has the ambiguity inherited from the change U ! U + Q^Ω, which amounts to adding
the total derivative @Ω.
6.2.1 Construction by homological perturbation
One way to construct V is to make use of the scheme of homological perturbation, just
as in the case of the unintegrated vertex. Decomposing (6.30) according to the degree,





@Un −QVn − d1Vn−1 − d2Vn−2 = Vn+1 ; (6.32)
where nmin is the lowest degree allowed for Vn. Contrary to the case of U , nmin can be as
low as −1 since V is of dimension 1 and a structure like bX of degree −1 is possible. As
it will be clear shortly, there are two types of solutions, related by a Q^-exact term, with
either nmin = −1 or nmin = 0.
Let us briefly discuss the nmin = 0 case, which gives a direct extension of the conven-
tional Berkovits vertex [9, 3] given by
V B0 = @
A + 
B + dW
 + 12L()F ; (6.33)
where L() is the Lorentz generator for the (; !) sector:
L() = −12(!γ) : (6.34)
With the PS constraints, this vertex satises the n = 0 part of the master equation (6.32)
@U0 −QV0 = V1 ; (6.35)
with V1 = 0. When the PS constraints are removed, however, this no longer holds and
one gets @U0−QV B0 = i(!@W ). The apparent problem is that this cannot possibly be
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written as V1 since the fact that QV
B
0 6= 0 contradicts the consistency equation obtained
upon acting  on (6.35). The solution to this problem turned out to be that one can modify
V B0 ! V0 in such a way that V0 satises both V0 = 0 and (6.35) simultaneously, with an
appropriate V1.
Once this is achieved, the rest of the construction is straightforward thanks to the
triviality of -homology proved in Appendix B: By using the the set of equations (5.27)
 (5.33) following from the nilpotency of Q^, it is easy to show that the LHS of (6.32) is
annihilated by  and hence can be written as Vn+1, from which one can read o Vn+1.
However, we shall not give the details of this procedure because there exists a conceptually
superior way to construct V with much less eort, to which we now turn.
6.2.2 “b-ghost”, Virasoro operator and construction of V
It is well-known that the action of the worldsheet derivative @ is implemented by that of
L−1 =
R
[dz]T (z), where T (z) is the energy-momentum tensor, given in our case by (5.40).
Now suppose we can nd the \b-ghost" eld B(z) such that





Then, if we dene B  R [dz]B(z), we have L−1 = Q^B and hence acting on the uninte-
grated vertex U one gets
@U = (Q^B)U = Q^(BU) + B(Q^U) = Q^(BU) ; (6.37)
which is nothing but the dening equation for the integrated vertex V . Therefore we can
construct V simply as
V = BU : (6.38)
A gratifying fact is that one can nd such B(z) in a remarkably simple form. It
consists of degree −1 and 0 pieces and is given by
B(z) = B−1(z) +B0(z) ; (6.39)
B−1 = −b ; B0 = −!@ : (6.40)
Notice that B(z)B(w) = −bI(z)bJ (w) N I N J =(z − w)2 = 0, which is a desired property.
Let us demonstrate that indeed Q^B(z) = ( + Q + d1 + d2)B(z) = T (z). First it is
almost trivial to show that QB0(z) = @
d −!@ and d1B−1(z) = −12 − b@c,
so that
T (z) = QB0(z) + d1B−1(z) : (6.41)
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Next, it is just as easy to prove B0(z) +QB−1(z) = 0 and B−1(z) = 0. The remaining
OPE’s require non-trivial calculations. They can be performed with the help of U(5)
decompositions of certain quantities, details of which are not particularly illuminating
and hence are omitted. The results, however, are extremely simple and we get d1B0(z) +
d2B−1(z) = 0 and d2B0(z) = 0. Altogether the proof of Q^B(z) = T (z) is completed.
Now the complete integrated vertex V is succinctly given by V = (B−1 +B0)U and can
be easily computed explicitly. The structures up to degree 0 turned out to be particularly
intriguing. A simple calculation gives
V = (B−1 + B0)U = b@A + @A + 12B − bcF
+ eN B + cb@B + Vn1 : (6.42)
where we dened eN   12( N I N I − N I N I ). Evidently, V starts out from dergree −1
and its structure at degree 0 is, surprisingly, rather dierent from the Berkovits vertex
V B0 : Among other things, dW
 + 12L()F part is missing and the coecient of the
term B is only a half.
The solution to this puzzle is provided by the freedom of adding Q^-exact terms. First
one can show that the degree −1 part of V above can be rewritten exactly as b@A =
−(!W ) − Q(bB). This means that if we add to V the terms Q^((!W ) + (bB)),
the resultant vertex starts from degree 0. Now a rather remarkable fact is that Q(!W )
contained in Q^(!W ) gives
Q(!W ) = dW
 + 12L()F ; (6.43)
which is exactly the structure we are looking for. Moreover the missing half of B is
supplied by d1(b
B) in Q^(b
B). In this way the alternative vertex becomes
~V = V + Q^(!W + bB)
= V B0 − bcF + 12@ eN F + ~Vn1 ; (6.44)
which indeed contains precisely the Berkovits vertex V B0 . As expected, this vertex co-
incides with the one constructed by the homological perturbation technique described
previously.
Besides being extremely useful for the construction of V , the existence of a simple
form of \b-ghost" we have uncovered would have far-reaching consequences. The relation
to the Virasoro generator, which hitherto has been rather elusive in PS formalism, is now




is known to be of prime importance for
no-ghost theorem and loop calculations [23]. Study of its signicance in our formalism is
now under investigation and will be reported elsewhere [30].
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7 Summary and Discussions
In this paper, we have presented a new extension of the Berkovits’ pure spinor formalism
for superstring, in which pure spinor constraints are removed in a rather natural and
ecient way with a minimum number of ghost elds. As a summary, it should be helpful
to make a list of characteristic features of our formalism.
 With all the constraints removed, the question of how to actually treat the con-
straints in quantization procedure has been exorcized.
 The Hilbert space structure is claried and it is possible to realize the peculiar
hermiticity property of  with the aid of a modied Fock space inner product.
 PS constraints are precisely captured without redundancy and this led to the new
simple rst class algebra.
 In constructing the nilpotent BRST-like charge, a minimum number of additional
ghosts (cI ; bI)I=15 are required.
 Everything ts nicely into the scheme of homological perturbation theory and the
proof of the equivalence of cohomologies as well as the construction of vertex oper-
ators are achieved in a systematic manner.
 A simple composite \b-ghost" eld B(z) is constructed which realizes the fundamen-




and the relation to the Virasoro operator is thereby
claried. As an application, construction of the integrated vertex is made extremely
ecient.
Obviously there are many remaining problems to be investigated and claried. (i) First
and foremost, although the Lorentz invariance of the cohomology is assured, we would like
to further extend our formalism, by introducing additional ghosts, and achieve manifest
Lorentz covariance. (ii) The calculation of scattering amplitudes should be performed and
the rules of computation should be derived. (iii) Further consequences of the important




should be investigated. (iv) Relation to the RNS formalism
needs to be claried. (v) There should be no problem in applying our formalism to a
superparticle case. Application to a supermembrane, on the other hand, is expected to
be non-trivial and interesting. (v) Other obvious problems are the extension to the case
of curved background and description of D-branes in our formalism. These and related
matters are under investigation and results will be reported elswhere [30].
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Appendix A: Conventions and Useful Formulas
In this appendix, we collect our conventions and some useful formulas employed in the
text.
A.1. Spinors and Γ-matrices in real basis
32  32 SO(9; 1) Gamma matrices are denoted by Γ; ( = 0; 1; : : : ; 9) and obey the
Cliord algebra fΓ;Γg = 2 . Our metric convention is  = (−;+;+; : : : ;+). The
10-dimensional chirality operator is taken to be Γ10 = Γ
0Γ1   Γ9 and it satises Γ210 = 1.
In the Majorana or real basis (R-basis for short), Γ are all real and unitary. Within
the R-basis, we dene the Weyl basis to be the one in which Γ10 =diag (116;−116), where






, where  and  are chiral and anti-chiral respectively, with  = 1  16.







where the 16 16 γ-matrices (γ) and (γ) are real symmetric and satisfy
(γ)(γ
)γ + (γ)(γ
)γ = 2γ : (A.2)
In terms of γ, an often used Fierz identity is expressed as (γ)(γ
)γ+(cyclic in ; ; γ) =
0.

















and they are related by (γ) = −(γ). γ12:::k ’s are similarly dened. Anti-
symmetric products with odd number of γ’s have denite symmtery properties. γ and
γ1:::5 are symmetric, while γ123 is anti-symmetric. (γ1:::5) is self-dual in the sense
(γ1:::5) = (1=5!)1:::51:::5(γ1:::5)
 , where 012:::9  1. Similarly, (γ1:::5) is anti-
self-dual.









can be constructed, without the use of complex conjugation, as
TCΨ =   −   ; (A.5)
TCΓΨ = γ 
 − (γ)  ; (A.6)
TCΓΨ = (γ)
  − (γ)  ; etc ; (A.7)
where C is the charge conjugation matrix.
A.2. U(5) basis
It is well-known that the spinor representations for SO(9; 1) and SO(10) can be conve-









= IJ . States are built upon the oscillator vacuum,
to be denoted by j+i, annihilated by all the bI ’s. It is clear that the anti-commutation
relations are invariant under the action of U(5), where bI and b
y
I transform repsectively as
5 and 5 (or 5 and 5, depending on one’s convention). Γ matrices can then be regarded
as linear operators in this Fock space and in the case of SO(10) they are identied as
Γ2I = 1i(bI − byI) ; Γ2I−1 = bI + byI ; I = 1  5 : (A.8)
Since the SO(9; 1) case is easily recovered by setting Γ0 = iΓ10 = b0− by0, where (b0; by0) 
(b5; b
y
5), we will use SO(10) notations.
The states built upon j+i and their conjugates are dened as
jI1I2 : : : Iki  byI1    byIk j+i ; (A.9)
hI1I2 : : : Ikj  h+jbIkbIk−1    bI1 : (A.10)
Further, we dene
j−i  by1by2 : : : by5j+i = 15!I1I2:::I5byI1byI2    byI5 j+i ; (A.11)
j~I1 : : : ~Iki  1(5− k)!I1:::IkJk+1:::J5jJk+1 : : : J5i ; (A.12)
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and their corresponding conjugates, where 12345  1. These states satisfy the orthonor-
mality relations
h+j+i = h−j−i = 1 ; (A.13)
hI1 : : : IkjJ1 : : : Jki = h~I1 : : : ~Ikj ~J1 : : : ~Jki = I1:::IkJ1:::Jk : (A.14)
In this basis, chiral and anti-chiral spinors can be written as
chiral: ji = +j+i+ 12IJ jIJi+ I˜ j~Ii ; (A.15)
anti-chiral: j i =  −j−i+ 12 I˜ J˜ j~I ~Ji+  I jIi : (A.16)
We write the general components of chiral and anti-chiral spinors as A = hAji and
 A¯ = h Aj i.
The charge conjugation matrix in this basis is given by
C = −iΓ2Γ4Γ6Γ8Γ10 = −Γ0Γ2Γ4Γ6Γ8 : (A.17)
Its action on the states is
Cj+i = j−i ; CjIJi = −j~I ~Ji ; Cj~Ii = jIi ; (A.18)
Cj−i = −j+i ; Cj~I ~Ji = jIJi ; CjIi = −j~Ii : (A.19)
Appendix B: Triviality of -homology for degree  1
In this appendix, we prove the triviality of the -homology for degree  1 in the space of
operators of dimension 1.



















A@cn = @cJcI2:::InAJ ;I2:::In : (B.5)
Here all the coecients are functions of ; x and  without worldsheet derivative @,
except for A@I1:::In which contains one @.
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iAbn = −(n + 1)bKJcI1:::InAKJI1:::In ; (B.8)
iA@cn = @JcI2:::InAJ ;I2:::In
−(n− 1)@cKJcI3:::InAK;JI3:::In ; (B.9)
where GJ denotes the residue of the simple pole in the OPE J (z)!(w). Setting iAn =




AK;JI3:::In = −BK;LJI3:::InL : (B.11)












− (n + 1)AJKI1:::In

: (B.13)








AJKI1:::In = 1n+ 1GJB

KI1:::In
+ CJLKI1:::InL : (B.15)




















A@cn = −@cJcI2:::InBJ ;KI2:::InK : (B.19)
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Abn+1 = −in + 2bKcI1:::In+2CKI1:::In+2 ; (B.23)
A@cn+1 = in@cJcI1:::InBJ ;I1:::In : (B.24)
Therefore we have shown that An = 0 means An = An+1 for n  1. The reason why
the proof does not go through for n = 0 is that in that case the crucial equations (B.10)
and (B.11) are absent.
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